Award-Winning Writer, Daniel P.
Douglas, Announces Release of
‘Glimpse’ a Science Fiction Conspiracy
Thriller Short Story
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M., Jan. 22, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Daniel P. Douglas
announces the release of a new short story entitled “Glimpse,” a science
fiction Cold War suspense thriller published by Geminid Press, LLC. In
“Glimpse,” a small group of agents who will become known as the “Men in
Black” deploy in response to an event that will provide a harrowing glimpse
into humanity’s apocalyptic future.
“Glimpse” revolves around an actual mass UFO sighting that occurred over the
course of several days in the Farmington, New Mexico area (Four Corners
region) in March 1950. A very spectacular event, yet not many people are even
aware of it.
“Glimpse” also includes an excerpt from Douglas’s award-winning debut sci-fi
conspiracy thriller, “Truth Insurrected: The Saint Mary Project” (ISBN:
9780990737100). “In Truth Insurrected,” Douglas tells the story of ex-FBI
agent turned private investigator, William Harrison, who becomes embroiled in
an attempt to reveal a sinister, decades-old government cover-up of alien
contact.
“Truth Insurrected” was among the winners at the INDIEFAB Book of the Year
Awards in 2014 and the 2015 Readers’ Favorite Book Awards.
Also a screenwriter, Douglas has adapted “Glimpse” into a short film script.
The screenplay runs 24 pages and holds feature film development potential.
Douglas’s first screenplay, a short sci-fi thriller script entitled
“Richter’s War,” has placed or won in multiple contests during 2015.
About Daniel P. Douglas:
Daniel P. Douglas is a U.S. Army veteran who has also served as a senior
analyst in the U.S. intelligence community. As a writer, Douglas creates epic
tales – of the past, present, and future – with the most unlikely of heroes,
and calls upon them to join extraordinary and mysterious struggles. His
characters’ sometimes-reluctant choices and actions put them on a collision
course with destiny and reveal unimaginable truths.
Douglas explores this theme through science fiction, conspiracy, mystery,
suspense, and thriller books and screenplays. Born and raised in Southern
California, Douglas has also lived in Virginia and Arizona. He now lives in
New Mexico with his family, pets, and livestock.
Learn more at: http://danielpdouglas.com/.
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